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1...NOISE COMPLAINT MONAGAN HALL 033008
Officers responded to a noise complaint. Officers contacted four subjects in the
courtyard area and advised of the complaint. Subjects left the area.

2...SUSPICIOUS INCIDENT DAVE BRUBECK 033008
Officer was flagged down by the newspaper delivery person who reported a
suspicious vehicle in the area following him from the 76 station. Officer checked
the area with negative results.

3...VANDALISM KENSINGTON WAY 033008
Officer reported 6 parked vehicles with the windows smashed out. Officer
reported all vehicles were parked on the west curb line facing south and nothing
appears to be missing from the vehicles.

4...VANDALISM JESSE BALLANTYNE 033008
Staff reported something thrown at the wheel of a bike and the tire was now flat.

5...WARRANT ARREST MORRIS CHAPEL 033008
Officers responded to a report of an intoxicated male subject who stated he was
suicidal to staff. Officers contacted the non student was later arrested on an
outstanding warrant. Subject was transported to the county jail.

6...CASUALTY FALL MAIN GYM 033108
Officer responded to a report of a female subject who fell and injured her leg.
Subject refused medical and only requested an escort to her room. Stripe
transported the subject.

7...WARRANT ARREST OFF CAMPUS 033108
Officer conducted a traffic stop and learned the passenger had two outstanding
warrants. Passenger was arrested and transported to the county jail.

8...CASUALTY MAIN GYM 040108
Officers and medics responded to a report of an unconscious female. Subject
was transported via ambulance to a local hospital.

9...WARRANT ARREST BROOKSIDE RD 040108
Officer conducted a traffic stop and learned the driver had an outstanding
warrant. Driver was arrested and transported to the county jail.
10...THEFT PHARMACY 040208
Staff requested an officer respond due to a recent theft of credit cards. Officer responded and initiated a report.

11...VEHICLE ACCIDENT DAVE BRUBECK 040308
Officer responded to a report of a minor traffic accident. Both parties had exchanged information. Driver wanted to speak to an officer.

12...SUSPICIOUS INCIDENT MEMORIAL LIBRARY 040308
Officer responded to a report of a theft of a back pack. Officer determined no theft occurred.

13...VEHICLE ACCIDENT PACIFIC AVE 040308
Off duty officer reported a vehicle blocking traffic on Pacific. Officers responded and reported a hit and run accident involving four vehicles. Officers assisted SPD.

14...TRESPASSING GRACE COVELL 040308
Officer responded to a report of a suspicious male in the area. Officer contacted the subject. Subject was interviewed and released.

15...CASUALTY BROOKSIDE FIELD 040308
Officer and medics responded to a report of a possible dislocated shoulder. Subject was transported to a local hospital via ambulance.

16...AIDED STOCKTON PD BROOKSIDE RD 040408
SPD conducted a felony car stop at Pacific and Brookside of a vehicle containing a homicide suspect. Officers blocked oncoming traffic for safety.

17...ASSAULT OFF CAMPUS 040508
Officer responded to a report of a female student who was the victim of battery at an off campus event. Victim did not require medical attention. Officer initiated a report.